The Kirkbride Plan Worksheet

1. What was “remarkable” about the Kirkbride plan?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Where and when was Thomas Kirkbride born?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What was the Kirkbride Plan also referred to as?
_______________________________________    and   ______________________________________

4. What is one of the first Kirkbride Plan stipulations?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is another Kirkbride Plan stipulation?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. What was “Integral to the Kirkbride Plan?” And what was the “architectural form that best incorporated that idea?”
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. The Kirkbride Plan goes into great detail about the various spaces that should make up each ward.
List 4 different spaces:
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

8. The Kirkbride Plan greatly emphasized the quality of indoor ___________________________________________,
__________________________________, and _________________________________.

9. What did Kirkbride propose for the building connectors to ensure that they would be fireproof?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. The Kirkbride Plan is notable for what? __________________________________________________________
and is “tailor-made” to what? __________________________________________________________________________